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What is neurofeedback?
How can we provide feedback with fMRI?



Neurofeedback

• Transla6ng signals from the brain to a signal subjects can perceive 
(visual, auditory)
• Various recording techniques:
• EEG
• Invasive methods
• Real 6me fMRI



Real-&me fMRI

• Usually, fMRI data is processed post acquisi6on

• Real-6me fMRI allows us to look at fMRI data online, during the scan
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Neurofeedback



Neurofeedback



What do we need to do neurofeedback?

• A system that can reconstruct the fMRI images in real-6me
• SoTware that can communicate rapidly with the server, access the 

images and preprocess them
• A program that will run an algorithm on the preprocessed images, 

determine the feedback, and display it



Preprocessing

• Register everything to a common space (anatomical and functional 
data, pre-defined regions of interest)
• Motion correction

• Physiological noise regression
• Detrending
• Optimally combined echoes



Limita&ons of the signal

• Processing can be fast, but the fMRI signal is slow
• Slow acquisi6on
• BOLD is slow



Limita&ons of the signal

• fMRI data is noisy!
• Global signal ar6facts / real global signal



What can we feedback?

• Single regions



What can we feedback?

• Classifier output





What can we feedback?

• Correla6ons between regions

• Not trivial – calcula6ng correla6ons 
takes 6me



Why should we do 
neurofeedback?
What can we do with neurofeedback that we can’t do with tradi6onal 
experiments?



Goals of neurofeedback

• Clinical applications



Goals of neurofeedback

• Clinical applica6ons
• Enhance performance







Goals of neurofeedback

• Clinical applica6ons
• Enhance performance 
• Inves6gate causality, understand the rela6onships between networks 

and behavior



Explicit/task based vs. 
implicit/covert neurofeedback
Should we tell par6cipants how to control the feedback?



Caveats of task-based Neurofeedback

• Doesn’t bypass behavior, cannot address the question of causality
• Difficult to disentangle the effects of the task from the effects of the 

neurofeedback
• Limited in scope, inflexible
• Potentially underestimates the extent of plasticity
• Does not necessarily require a piece of equipment as expensive as an 

MRI machine



Limits of explicit training in aberrant networks

• Mere repe66on is akin to strengthening the wrong 
“muscles”



Implicit training – covert neurofeedback

• What if we don’t give subjects a strategy?

• Extremely flexible

• Cannot be done with other methods



Background – Visual Perceptual Learning

• Prac6ce or training in a par6cular task oTen substan6ally improves 
perceptual performance. This is known as perceptual learning. Examples:
• Dis6nguishing between two musical notes
• Finding the ripe berries on the bush
• Reading
• Finding a tumor on an imaging scan

• Perceptual learning is oTen restricted to a par6cular task or s6mulus
• Visual perceptual learning (VPL) oTen correlates with changes in visual 

areas, but this does not prove causa6on, and studies have been divided on 
whether these changes are in early or high order visual cortex



Example



Question

• Is early visual cortex plas6c enough to cause VPL?
• Induce change in a very specific manner in early visual cortex, without 

exposing to the visual s6mulus this pabern represents



Experimental design



Results – changes in fMRI signal



Perceptual learning



Disentangling task effects from 
neurofeedback effects
Was it really the neurofeedback driving the change?



Interpreting changes following neurofeedback





Caution

• Placebo effects are very strong in many of the condi6ons targeted by 
neurofeedback
• If par6cipants are given an explicit strategy, or the feedback is not 

orthogonal to the network being trained, it is impossible to decouple 
task effects from feedback effects
• Mul6ple control groups may be necessary in such a case
• It is important to know what aspect of the training is working



What do we know about what we 
can do with neurofeedback?
And what are we s6ll working on?



What we know

• Implicit learning works
• In fact, it doesn’t even have to be consciously directed



Does learning have to be conscious?

Good Bad



Ramot et al., PNAS 2016



What we know

• Implicit learning works
• In fact, it doesn’t even have to be consciously directed
• We can robustly change networks through neurofeedback



Aberrant networks in au&sm

N = 56 ASD, 62 control

Gobs et al., Brain 2013

STS
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Goal



Ramot et al., eLife 2017





Long term changes



Changes in networks

p<0.01



S&ll working on

Networks

Behavior



Conclusions

• Real-6me fMRI neurofeedback is a poten6ally powerful tool
• Neurofeedback can change networks, even when it is implicit
• Cau6on must be used in the design of neurofeedback studies, and the  

interpreta6on of their results
• We need more studies directly tes6ng the link between networks and 

behavior in an unambiguous manner



Stop!

• Do you need neurofeedback to answer your ques6on?
• Does your planned neurofeedback experiment answer your ques6on?



Open ques&ons

• How does changing the networks change behavior?
• Can you train any network, given the right feedback / enough 

6me?
• What is the mechanism for neurofeedback learning?
• Which factors influence variability between subjects?
• What is the op6mal network size / complexity to train?
• What is the op6mal network feature to train?
• What is the op6mal training technique / level of 

consciousness?


